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Using solid biblical exegesis, Chuck Lawless presents a wellrounded, proven model for fighting the enemy through the
development of a spiritually healthy church. This unique book
suggests workable strategies and resources for developing
disciples prepared for spiritual warfare.
Everything you need to know about fighting—and
winning—your spiritual battles Even as a Christian, it can be
difficult to discern the facts about the supernatural nature of
good and evil. How much has pop culture influenced our
ideas about angels and demons? Why do we as Christians
face spiritual warfare when the Holy Spirit dwells within us?
What limits exist on Satan’s powers? In TheNon-Prophet’s
Guide™ to Spiritual Warfare, bestselling author and illustrator
Todd Hampson gets to the heart of your questions about
spiritual battles, angels, demons, the nature of evil, and more.
With Todd’s signature combination of light-hearted
illustrations and thoughtful applications of Scripture, this
guide is both easy to understand and deeply informative. You
will learn to… discern between cultural myths and biblical facts
about the supernatural recognize the real threats you face
while remaining grounded in God’s truth understand why
being ready to stand against demonic influence is more
important now than ever before The Non-Prophet’s Guide™ to
Spiritual Warfare will give you the resources you need to
champion spiritual battles, while inspiring you to dive deeper
into God’s Word to equip yourself with truth.
The information in this book will change a church, a ministry,
and the individual reader himself. Understanding spiritual
warfare is as important as a country knowing how to fight and
survive the attacks from another country. We are in an epic
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war for our lives, our marriages, our ministry, our
relationships, our country, our cities and states, and the list
goes on because Satan, the enemy of our souls, is
strategizing assaults against us, and he aims at striking every
aspect of our lives. If it can affect us, he will strike at it. This
book has great insights into the spiritual realm, Satan's war
room tactics, God's war manual, and our position in Christ.
We get a glimpse into the unseen world through the eyes of
the Holy Spirit. We must no longer suffer defeat and remain in
bondage. This book is an eye-opener because the
information it contains are Holy Ghost inspired.
Spiritual warfare is a reality that faces Christians every day.
Their daily walk with the Lord and fight with Satan affects
every aspect of their life: their personal victory, the state of
their families, their interaction with the world around them,
and their ultimate service and performance on earth. Every
Christian finds himself harassed and under the relentless
hand of the enemy. Spiritual casualties surround us on every
side. Luke warmness, defeat, and compromise seem to be
the order of day. Deep within the heart of every true Christian
stands a hunger to please his Master. This book focuses on
that deep cry-the spiritual seed within. It equips the child of
God and steadies him to a life of spiritual fulfillment in Christ
as he fights and wins spiritual battles. Nobody is born a
natural spiritual fighter. Like any army which recruits soldiers
and trains them before releasing them to the battle field, the
Christian soldier likewise has to be trained. His training is
crucial knowing that the enemy he is fighting does not give
him a chance to train before launching his attacks. Prayer
and Spiritual Warfare equips and encourages the believer to
effectively stand against the deceptive schemes of Satan by
applying scriptural truths. It teaches the nature of the spiritual
battle, what it takes to win battles, and weapons that are used
to fight in this warfare. It trains God's soldiers to receive and
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obey orders from the war General-God. It discloses the
deceptive schemes of the enemy and equips believers to deal
with opposition and stand their ground in battle. It exalts
Christ and points to His role in spiritual warfare. It weaves
practical modern day- 21st century- struggles that face
Christians and the church as a whole with scriptural truths of
God's Word to combat spiritual apathy. Yes! Christians can
fight the enemy with courage and be the light of the world
today.
Simply one of the best books on Spiritual Warfare available!
God has called Christians to overcome the world and drive
back the forces of evil and darkness at work within it. Spiritual
warfare isn't just casting out demons; it's Spirit-controlled
thinking and attitudes. Dean delivers a no-nonsense, bothfeet-planted-on-the-ground approach to the unseen
world.Includes study guide.
This book is one of the most practical and powerful volumes
on the topic of spiritual warfare. Every principle or revelation
highlighted in it is backed with appropriate scriptures
analyzed objectively for the benefit and edification of readers.
An overall impression while reading this book is that the
author overcame all the challenges from Satan principally
through a consistent prayer life. Reading this book will help
you also to battle and win all your spiritual warfare.
The Armor of God, more than merely a biblical description of
the believer's inventory, is an action plan for putting it on and
developing a personalized strategy to secure victory.
This issue of The Ministry of the Word contains the six
messages from the Memorial Day weekend conference held
in Kansas City, Missouri, on May 25 through 28, 2018. The
subject of this series of messages is "The Spiritual Warfare of
the Church as the New Man." The banners in the following
section embody the crucial truths and the main burden of the
conference. The Reports and Announcements section at the
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end of this issue contains the report, "Update on the Lord's
Move in Europe," as well as information concerning upcoming
conferences and trainings hosted by Living Stream Ministry
and a website link for information related to similar events in
Europe.
Since the beginning of time, a spiritual war has affected the
human experience (Gen 3:1-19). For the purpose of this
book, spiritual warfare is anything that stands against,
opposes, or hinders the gospel and the work and witness of
God in a believer's life and in the church. This book will define
spiritual warfare as applied to the world, the flesh, and Satan
(three enemies of believers in Christ).
If you're tired of feeling beat down and crushed by the devil's
schemes in your life, the principles in this book are your keys
to becoming more than a conqueror. Six Pillars From
Ephesians book 6.
No available information at this time. Author will provide once
available.
This is a true story. His eye balls were rolling inside his skull
as he came out of Cecilia's home. "What is the problem?" we
asked him. This is not the person I use to know because his
behavior changed. As we began to pray for him, he turned
violent that three of us could hardly hold him down. About one
hundred and forty four demons were cast out of him. The last
twelve demons refused to leave as they claimed ownership of
this brother. We stood our ground that brother Paul is a child
of God. We rebuked and cast them out. Reluctantly they left,
remaining their leader that also left after all false claims. This
violent brother by now was slain in the spirit and slept like a
baby for quite some time. When he woke up he looked
surprised wondering what has happened. What happened
was that he had gone and laid hands on this said Cecilia
when he heard her screaming and shouting. Cecilia was not
born again and had been demon possessed and ran mental
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for years. The junior sister who is a Christian shared with us
in fellowship how the demons that visit or that are in her
senior sister Cecilia one day threw her, the junior sister out of
her own room to the outside. No hands seen but she was
lifted up and thrown out. As Paul laid hands on her, demons
transferred into Paul's hand to his body...Can a Christian be
demon possessed or demonized, oppressed, depressed, or
suppressed? More inside this book. This highly edifying book,
"Strategic Spiritual warfare: Winning your Battles Within and
Without (Expanded Version),"Spiritual Warfare Series book 1,
is full of revelations and testimonues. It is a page turner that
will help Christians who want to win their battles within and
battles without to execute their covenant rights as God
ordained it. This book, based on the author's actual life
experiences will open your eyes to deep truths, revelations
about God's promises in living an overcoming life as revealed
in strategic spiritual warfare, spiritual warfare, battles within,
Christian living, fasting and praying, breaking covenants,
nullifying curses, ungodly delays, vows, compassion, prayers.
Reading this regularly will help activate your faith for spiritual
warfare, increase your revelation knowledge and compassion
for souls. Get a copy today and also introduce it to your
friends, families and others.
FROM BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE VEIL Learn about
angels and demons from a man who can see them. This book
will teach you how to battle your spiritual struggles from the
winning side so that you can be victorious both in your life
and in the issues happening in today's world. Many Christians
limp through their lives feeling beat up by the enemy, their
circumstances, and internal strife. They look at the pattern of
world events with a sense of hopelessness. Too often they
simply accept these as the natural trials and challenges of
life. However, other Christians acknowledge that there is a
war happening, a battle between angels and demons. They
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want to know: What are the rules of engagement for this
battle? What weapons do we have? What kind of enemy are
we facing? Is this battle always happening, or are there
moments of rest and peace? Am I really meant to fight in a
battle where I can't see my enemies or my allies? Blake
Healy has seen angels and demons since he was a small
child. In this book readers will discover what Healy has
learned about the nature of spiritual warfare after over thirty
years of seeing in the spirit. They will learn the truth about
how they can be victorious in both their personal battles and
the battles that are happening in the world. And they will see
how they can truly feel as if they are fighting their spiritual
battles from the winning side. This book will Teach readers
how to posture their hearts and minds for personal spiritual
battles as well as global spiritual warfare Show readers how
to live from the victory Jesus won on the cross Give readers
insight into the nature of spiritual warfare--how we fight, what
winning looks like, our authority as Christians, and how much
power the enemy has Indestructible will show readers how to
have complete victory in their daily spiritual battles and join
the front lines as heaven invades earth. FEATURES AND
BENEFITS: Blake's remarkable stories of seeing in the spirit
Thought exercises to help readers identify the difference
between thinking in an earthly context and thinking in a
heavenly context Exercises designed to help awaken dreams
that may have been shut down or have gone unrecognized
and to show readers how to pursue those dreams with the
Holy Spirit as their guide Activations and meditations at the
end of each chapter to help readers implement the principles
OTHER BOOKS BY BLAKE HEALY: Profound Good (2019)
ISBN: 978-1629995656 The Veil (2018) ISBN:
978-1629994901
HAVE you ever wondered how you could STOP struggling
with the devil and START enforcing your victory? Discover
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how to fight FROM victory, not FOR victory in this compelling
book on spiritual warfare, The Ultimate Guide to Spiritual
Warfare: Learn to Fight from Victory, Not for Victory! But first,
what happened to you? "How the gold has lost its luster, the
fine gold become dull! The sacred gems are scattered at
every street corner. How the precious children of Zion, once
worth their weight in gold, are now considered as pots of clay,
the work of a potter's hands!" (Lamentations 4:1-2) What
happened to your real life? The one you were created to live.
The one you used to dream about. The one you probably still
dream about. Take a moment to think back and reflect on the
things you were going to do- the person you longed to be- the
promise of a healthy, wealthy, joyful life, full to overflowing
with wonderful things. If you're like most people, you're not
living that life right now. If that's the case, how did you
become tarnished? What happened to you? It wasn't always
like this. When you started out in life, you had direction, you
had energy, you had purpose, and you had momentum. You
started out like a powerful jetliner ready for take-off. The
runway stretched out before you: straight, clear, open, and
inviting. Air traffic control gave you the all clear. You were
moving along at a good pace, your whole future ahead of
you. Then all of a sudden, you suffered an unexpected loss of
power. Now you're unable to take off. You're stuck on the
runway, your dreams a distant memory. So what happened?
How did you, worth your weight in gold, lose your glitter and
become tainted and dull? Is it possible that the enemy has
become involved-stealing from you, killing your ideas and
dreams, and destroying your life? Is there an unseen force
that always seems to locate you and cause you to stumble
just when you are about to experience your big break? It
happens again- and again, and again! And you've come to
accept this as your lot, the story of your life. But there's hope.
Help is at hand! Scripture and experience give us powerful
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principles and truths that can make a difference in our lives.
Discover the ONLY way to truly CHANGE...from the Inside
Out! Experience the power and authority that come from
Fighting FROM Victory, Not for Victory and CHANGE your life
forever! Bible teacher, and award-winning author of Crushing
the Devil: Your Guide to Spiritual Warfare and Victory in
Chris, Pastor Pedro Okoro can HELP you get back to God's
original plan for your life. But only if you let him! How?
Through this inspirational and anointed new book: The
Ultimate Guide to Spiritual Warfare: Learn to Fight from
Victory, Not for Victory! Using Scripture and experience the
book provides powerful principles, truths and 'do it yourself'
spiritual warfare prayers to enable you activate your freedom,
enter your breakthrough, live victoriously, and fight from
victory, not for victory. Uncover the truth about spiritual
warfare, the battlefield of the mind, the believer's authority,
deliverance, overcoming evil family patterns, freedom from
generational curses, and liberty from sin. Discover everything
you need to know about the often maligned deliverance
ministry. Understand your victory in Christ. Gain insight on
demons deliverance and discernment. This book will change
the way you engage in spiritual warfare. Forever. And that's a
promise! -------------- CHRISTIANITY - Christian - Christian
books - Christian books and bibles CHRISTIANITY - Christian
living - Spiritual maturity CHRISTIANITY - The Holy Bible The Word of God - Spirituality - Prayer CHRISTIANITY Spiritual growth -Transformation - Pentecost - Charismatic
renewal CHRISTIANITY - God the Father - Jesus Christ - The
Holy Spirit CHRISTIANITY - Spiritual warfare - Prayer &
Fasting - The Blood of Jesus - The Name of Jesus
In this verse-by-verse study of Ephesians we will travel back
to the creation of the Church by God through Jesus and
discover all that God intended His Church to be. Find out
what it means to be Christ-like, while learning why and how to
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use your spiritual gifts. We are all God's children whether we
are a husband, wife, child, employee or employer, study how
we are to relate to one another. The second part of this study
is devoted to spiritual warfare. In this section you will use both
the Old and New Testaments to witness God's character and
read His promises to us as we fight in this unseen realm. He
has given us armor and weapons to fight and defend
ourselves while telling us the battle is His. Stephanie
Pavlantos truly loves God's word. Raised in Dayton, Ohio as
one of six children in a loving Christian family, she was
strongly influenced by her father who she says modeled the
importance of prayer and studying Scripture. Stephanie also
credits a "godly mentor" who taught her the truths of God's
word. She earned a B.S. degree in Biology from Ohio
Northern University and is a certified histotechnologist. In
addition to other experiences, Stephanie spent two years of
her career doing cancer research. Throughout her life, she
has always been active within the church, teaching many
women's Bible studies as well as both children and adult
Sunday school classes. She and her husband Mike have
three children who she home schooled. Currently she is a
stay-at-home mom, a church board member, and Sunday
school superintendent.
In Fighting the Battles of Life, Grace Oby Johnson reveals the
possibilities of you as a believer to set yourself free from the
Spirit of Witchcraft. Witchcraft is the dominant evil force that
controls the world system today. Unfortunately, it seems to
have some wicked hold also on the Body of Christ on earth.
In her usual compelling style, Grace Oby Johnson offers
profound biblical insights and time-proven principles on:
Enforcing the victory of Jesus Christ. Fighting from a winning
side. Delivering yourself from demonic inheritances. Exposing
the activities of the Spirit of Witchcraft. Discover how to break
the hold of the Spirit of Witchcraft off you and your loved
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ones. Pastors will also discover how to discern this wicked
spirit of darkness. GRACE OBY JOHNSON is the founding
pastor of the Logos Group of Churches and the president of
the Logos Aflame Ministries Incorporated with her
headquarters at Lekki Peninsula in Lagos State, Nigeria,
West Africa. Her apostolic office can be seen in the number of
churches (six) founded under her leadership. She is also the
founder and president of the 70 x 7 Links International, an
international body that hosts annual homecoming events for
Africans in the Diaspora, and brings repentance and
reconciliation to them on the issues of the past slave trade.
Pastor Grace and her ministries are also involved in mission
work, through which they provide schools for rural
communities at the riverines of Lagos State. Her new birth
experience spans over thirty-five years in the Lord. She has
served the Lord in ministry for twenty-eight years. Pastor
Grace is a gifted teacher of the Word of God with a strong
prophetic calling. She has a strong passion in the areas of
leadership development and spiritual warfare. She has
authored three books, two of which are in the French
language. She is an international conference speaker.
Man that is born of a woman is of a few days and those few
days, according to Job 14vsl are full of trouble. So, for him to
overcome all these trouble and live a victorious life, he must
engage in spiritual warfare. And in warfare there are certain
things you must understand, for example, the strength and
the weakness of the enemy you are fighting, his strategy, his
weapon, and so on. This book presents to you some facts
you need to know to carry out a successful spiritual warfare
against the enemy of your soul.
Demons wage war against families because families are vital
to God’s plan of salvation. This stark reality requires that
your family members become well-trained spiritual warriors
who actively secure your home and fight to keep it off-limits to
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demonic activity. In A Family Guide to Spiritual Warfare,
Kathleen Beckman offers you potent advice from her 12
years of active participation on an exorcist’s team. She
shows you how to “clean up” your household by cultivating in
your family a civilization of love — and how to withstand the
spiritual attacks that inevitably come to destroy the
harmonious family life you create. Beckman reveals how you
can recognize diabolical disguises in your home and offers
proven means of protection found only in the Church’s
arsenal of spiritual weapons. You’ll also learn the devil’s
strategies — how he does not necessarily seek to possess but
simply to seed your family with the venom of hatred,
desolation, envy, and vice. This, she explains, is why it’s so
important for spouses and children to become schooled in the
art of spiritual combat. It’s the only way you can destroy the
works of the devil and unmask the hidden evil that weaves in
and out of your daily family life. Along with more than two
dozen effective prayers for family healing and deliverance,
you’ll also learn: How to understand the spirits working for —
and against — your family, and what to do in response to them
What specific actions to take if you believe your family has
come under the influence of demonic activity How to use your
baptismal, spousal, and parental authority in spiritual warfare
How curses can become effective — and what can be done to
counteract them The difference between diabolical
temptation, oppression, obsession, and possession The
seven ways your family can wear the full armor of God The
diabolical counterparts to each of the Ten Commandments
and the Beatitudes The 13 weapons you can use to defend
yourself and your family against evil spirits
A basic training manual for anyone who wants to understand
spiritual warfare principles and know how to stand against
satanic attacks, this resource explains that by incorporating
demon-defying principles in daily spiritual lives, Christians can
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move from bondage into freedom.
.This Book Contains 500 Powerful prayers against the powers
of darkness, Evil forces, Powers of the Witches and all rulers
of darkness of this world. According to Ephesians 6:12 which
states "For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but
against principalities, against powers of darkness, against
spiritual wickedness in high places." When considering
Prayers against the powers of darkness we need to
understand that we are in a war. Battles make up smaller
components of the bigger picture. By definition, battles
involve combat between two persons, between factions,
between armies and they consist of any type of "extended
contest, struggle, or controversy" As Christians, we are in a
spiritual battle of some sort on a daily basis. In warfare,
battles are fought on different fronts, for different reasons,
and with varying degrees of intensity. The same is true in
spiritual warfare. Our spiritual battles and warfare are real,
though we cannot physically see the attacker. But, we can
educate ourselves on how the battles are fought and how
they impact our lives on a daily basis. We have to ask
ourselves, "Why do we even want to fight?" It will do us no
good to educate ourselves on the battle if we see no reason
for the fight. War is very controversial today in the physical
realm. Those attitudes, beliefs and convictions will transfer
over to the spiritual realm. However, in the spiritual realm,
there is a battle going on regardless of our opinion. We are
either victors or victims. Jesus has come and conquered. The
war is already won in the heavens. Jesus told us in Matthew
28:18 that, "All authority has been given to me in heaven and
on earth." We now have the privilege of having an eternal
relationship with God. Many of us enter into that covenant of
salvation by grace. But the Matthew 28:18 verse is not only
about our salvation; it is also about our every day victory,
which adds up to victorious living in Christ. Every day victory
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is achieved by knowing, believing and understanding the
battles that we are enduring daily, regardless if we are
passive or active in the battles. Do you want all that God has
for you on this earth right now, or do you want to wait until
you get to heaven to receive the victory and blessings? In this
Book you will understand the Battle of Spiritual Warfare
together with over 500 prayers that will enable you to fight the
powers of darkness and be victorious. The prayers ensure
that you will recover all your possessions and your God given
potentials in you. You will also get back all that the Devil has
taken away from you. Are you facing the following challenges,
living in an anti-Christ nature and following their Doctrine,
Living out of faith, Sexual temptations for unmarried, Sexual
harassment, Divorce, Destruction of life, Poverty, Lack of
focus, Confusion, Homosexualisim, Lesbianism, Drug
Addiction, Joblessness., No sense of Direction, Confusion,
Lazy to Prayer , Not willing to server God, and many more.
For years, we have learned principles of individual spiritual
warfare. Yet as the end times are upon us, the forces of
darkness are intensifying their attacks around the world. For
this next season, says renowned prophetic leader Dr. Bill
Hamon, we as the church must up the ante and learn to fight
on a higher level than we ever have, in corporate spiritual
warfare. With wisdom, urgency, and keen prophetic insight,
Hamon lays the biblical foundation for this final level of
warfare and shows how we, as the church, can prepare to
work in unity to become the army of the Lord. He lays out the
weapons available to us in this new battle front and reveals a
plan for destroying the works of the devil and advancing
God's kingdom on earth. Now is the time to rise up, fight back
together, and secure the ultimate victory in Christ.
There are constant battles that we face on a daily basis, but
there is a method designed by God that puts you in authority.
It is called, Spiritual Warfare! God has given us divine
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stratagems and tactics to fight against the forces of darkness
and win every time, as the scriptures notes, “Behold, I give
you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all
the power of the enemy and nothing shall by any means hurt
you” (Luke 10:19). My brothers and sisters, this does not
mean that you will never suffer loss, heartache, sickness or
pain, but it does allow you to walk out of the fire, not even
smelling like smoke! God has declared that he has given us
power, anointing and authority to overthrow Satan’s kingdom
by exposing the hidden secrets of hell’s structure! You no
longer have to be afraid, because you have just been given
the weapons to dismantle, disarm and disengage the
adversaries power! If you feel like you are fighting a losing
battle, come on and journey with me as we lock and load and
man our battle stations and wreak havoc against our
adversary. God is in the foxhole fighting with you and for you!
This book documents my unique, firsthand experiences as a
spiritual warrior for the Lord Jesus Christ. For the past fifteen
years, I have been battling evil entities in the spiritual realm,
and thanks to the Lord, I have successfully overcome them.
To begin, the Lord had to teach me how to enter the spiritual
dimension and travel outside of my physical body. This book
details my becoming a spiritual warrior of the Lord. The Lord
called me to my mission in 1984 when I was visited by the
Blessed Mother, who gave me the Lord's graces and
blessings and awakened me to my spirituality. Since then, the
Holy Spirit has guided me, increasing my acceptance that I
had a special gift. As a truly charismatic Christian, I have
been blessed with the miraculous gift of being groomed by
the Holy Spirit to fight spiritual battles on behalf of those
whom the Lord has guided to me. The Holy Spirit has taught
me how to fight these battles not in the physical world but in
the spiritual realm of our Lord. Through this miracle, I have
traveled to the stars and beyond, to far distant planets, and to
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other dimensions outside of our galaxy to do the work of our
Lord. This book documents my fifteen years of experience as
a spiritual warrior. In a world full of ever-increasing reports
about people who have had spiritual encounters, I have
experienced life after death, and as a warrior, I have
personally battled evil entities. In 2014, I received a message
from the Lord that instead of visiting people in their homes to
pray for them, I needed to write a book on my spiritual battles.
By writing the book, it would enable me to help not just
hundreds of people but literally thousands throughout the
world. I believe our salvation depends on having a deep
awareness and understanding of our spirituality. People also
need to connect with their spiritual side in order to become
successful and fulfilled in life. We all want to live life to the
fullest. This book will help the reader to accept the Lord's
blessings and the Lord's graces, unlocking the secrets of your
spirituality. It will give people hope and increase their faith.
You’re at war. Are you winning? Your fight is not with the
problems you can see—depression, a broken marriage,
addiction, or financial troubles. These are just the symptoms,
the true disease—the true battle—is against the devil and his
armies. But the devil’s not afraid of mere humans like you
and me. So how are we supposed to fight? More importantly,
how are we supposed to win? Warfare is a guide to fighting
the battles that matter. In it, you’ll learn: to identify how
spiritual warfare is impacting your soul, family, church, and
culture. who the armies are and what role they play—God,
angels, demons, and the devil how to use the arsenal of
spiritual weapons God provides how to claim the victory God
has already won. When we fight the right battles with the right
weapons, fear gives way to courage, futility gives way to
purpose, and failure gives way to victory.

Dr. Tony Evans, one of the most respected church
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leaders in the country, is the founder and senior pastor of
Oak Cliff Bible Fellowship in Dallas, a thriving
congregation of 8000. In this timely, unique exploration
of spiritual warfare, Dr. Evans unveils a simple yet
radical truth: every struggle and conflict faced in the
physical realm has its root in the spiritual realm. With
passion and clarity, Dr. Evans demystifies spiritual
warfare so that readers can tackle challenges and
obstacles with spiritual power—God’s authority—as they:
understand how the battle is fought by Satan actively use
the armor of God find strength in prayer and sufficiency
in Christ win over chemical, sexual, emotional, relational,
and other strongholds Dr. Evans is compelling, down to
earth, and excited for believers to experience their
victory in Christ and embrace the life, hope, and purpose
God has for them.
Are you under spiritual attack? You feel discouraged.
That strong temptation to sin keeps nagging you. Your
prayer life is dull. You wonder whether your teenager is
taking drugs. Disagreements in your church are splitting
it down the middle. If you feel like you're in a losing battle
with yourself, others, or circumstances, you may be the
target of spiritual attack. But there's good news for you.
You can fight back... and win! As an expert in the field of
spiritual warfare, Tom White has equipped thousands of
men and women to discern and combat demonic forces
in their world. ''The Believer's Guide to Spiritual Warfare''
offers biblically sound, accurate and balanced teaching
on the unseen war being waged around us.
In the Midst of Spiritual Warfare: Fighting the Good Fight
of Faith for your Family, Minister Sherri Lovelace teaches
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readers faith fundamentals and rules of engagement that
she believes are the keys to accomplishing successful
warfare on behalf of God. In addition to learning how to
maintain the faith that Christians already hold, Lovelace
also shares her personal strategies and tactics for
remaining faithful and encouraged through the stories of
her own spiritual warfare for her father, husband and
son. Lovelace encourages readers to stand firm and
grounded in the belief that with God, all things are
possible. In the Midst of Spiritual Warfare strengthens
readers in the knowledge that as long as their actions
and words are grounded in the word of God, then only
with faith and patience will they obtain victory in the fight
for their loved ones. For more information, please visit
www.faith4family.com.
Christians across the world face a real and active
enemy. Satan is as real as Jesus Christ, and seeks to
oppose God and destroy the work of the saints at every
turn. This invisible battle is felt throughout the church,
with believers called to be spiritual warriors and fight in
God's army. The enemy's machinations are hard at work
within every community of faith, seeking to divide and
devour vulnerable souls and rob us of our joy found in
Christ. In this book is a field manual for those who wish
to engage in active spiritual warfare and come out
victorious for the glory of God. The insights and steps
found within are strategic, based on intense observation,
grounded in biblical fact, and, most of all, founded on the
conviction that Christ's triumph over sin, death, and the
devil is assured in the end.
Victory Is Possible If fear or anxiety has its grip on you,
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and you’re imagining the devil preparing to make yet
another move in your personal life, marriage, home,
health, career, finances, or any number of other arenas,
there is hope. Dr. Evans demystifies spiritual warfare in
his power-packed book Winning Your Spiritual Battles.
This quick read prepares you to... understand how the
battle is fought by Satan identify the strongholds that
keep you in the fight stand firm in your faith as you face
your enemy Dr. Evans offer compelling, down to earth,
guidance to help you stand firm in God’s Word and
authority to experience victory in all your spiritual battles.
The 101 series is an introductory teaching tool. It breaks
down Gods teachings and principles making it very
simple and easy to understand. This series is developed
for individuals, churches, missionaries, seminars, and
workshops. Spiritual Warfare 101 is the first in series of
Made Simple books. This complicated subject is made
simple that even a twelve-year-old can understand. With
the help of this incredible book, you will no longer need
to fear this subject any more. You can become a part of
this good fight of faith, as you finally understand your
part in this daily struggle. Mother and son authors,
Bernadette and Kevin Swan, break down this complex
subject in laymans terms so that everyone both young
and old can understand. This book shows you: *The
origin of Spiritual Warfare. *How many spirits have gone
out into the world to destroy sinner and saint alike. *How
the enemy works in the Human Spirit. *The difference
between oppression and possession. *The armor and
the weapons we have to defeat Satan. *Prayers for
deliverance.
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There's a great war being waged in the world today; and
it's not a conflict between nations, tribes, or government
leaders. It's not a rebellion or coup; but it's an important
invisible battle taking place in the spirit world. The Bible
states that GOD's people are destroyed because of lack
of knowledge: Hosea 4:6; "My people are destroyed for
lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected
knowledge, I also will reject you from being priest for Me;
Because you have forgotten the law of your GOD, I also
will forget your children." One of the main areas in which
Believers are being defeated due to lack of knowledge is
in spiritual warfare. The early Church viewed their
spiritual experience in terms of warfare, and military
terminology is used throughout the New Testament.
Protection was seen in the Armor of GOD, and the Word
of GOD was compared to a sword. Satan's attacks were
called fiery darts; and faith was the "good fight" and
Believers were told to "war a good warfare." The early
Church knew they were engaged in an intense spiritual
struggle, and the same spiritual battle continues today,
but instead of fighting the enemy, Believers are often
building great church buildings, producing musical
dramas, holding fellowship meetings, and fighting one
another while this great spiritual battle wages around
them. Satan has even intensified his attacks against a
church that has withdrawn from the front lines of battle;
and in these perilous and evil days are upon us; it's even
more important for Believers to understand spiritual
warfare than in the early days of church history.The
Apostle Paul warned: 2 Timothy 3:1; "This know also,
that in the last days perilous times shall come." In order
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to be properly prepared for these perilous times,
renewed emphasis must be placed on the strategies of
spiritual warfare; because the Christian life is war, and
the sooner we recognize and prepare for it; the sooner
we will experience victory.
"Author and women's conference leader examines
spiritual warfare for a specifically female
audience"--Provided by publisher.

There is a great war being waged in the world today.
It is not a conflict between nations, tribes, or
government leaders. It is not a rebellion or coup. It is
an important invisible battle taking place in the spirit
world. The Bible states that God's people are
destroyed because of lack of knowledge (Hosea
4:6). One of the main areas in which believers are
being defeated due to lack of knowledge is in
spiritual warfare. The early Church viewed their
spiritual experience in terms of warfare. Military
terminology is used throughout the New Testament.
Protection was seen in the armor of God and the
Word of God was compared to a sword. Satan's
attacks were called fiery darts. Faith was the "good
fight" and believers were told to "war a good
warfare." The early Church knew they were engaged
in an intense spiritual struggle. The same spiritual
battle continues today but instead of fighting the
enemy, believers are often building great church
buildings, producing musical dramas, holding
fellowship meetings, and fighting one another while
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this great spiritual battle wages around them. Satan
has even intensified his attacks against the church
that has withdrawn from the front lines of battle. As
the end of time approaches it is even more important
for believers to understand spiritual warfare than in
the early days of church history. The Apostle Paul
warned: "This know also, that in the last days
perilous times shall come." (II Timothy 3:1) In order
to be properly prepared for these perilous times,
renewed emphasis must be placed on the strategies
of spiritual warfare. The Christian life is war. The
sooner we recognize and prepare for it, the sooner
we will experience victory. Luke 14:31 says, "What
king, going to make war against another king, sitteth
not down first, and consulteth whether he is able with
ten thousand to meet him that cometh against him
with twenty thousand?" No king ever entered into a
battle without a careful examination of his resources
and development of battle strategies. In essence,
that is what we are doing in this course. We are
making a careful evaluation of the strategy,
weapons, and power available to us to win the war
against our enemy, Satan. In the military world,
"strategy" is the science of forming and carrying out
military operations. It is the method or plan which
leads to the goal of victory. In this book you will learn
to formulate and carry out spiritual military strategy
which will bring victory in the spirit world.
A fierce war rages for your soul. Are you ready for
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battle? Like it or not, you are at war. You face a
powerful enemy out to destroy you. You live on the
battlefield, so you can’t escape the conflict. It’s a
spiritual war with crucial consequences in your
everyday life and its outcome will determine your
eternal destiny. You must engage the Enemy. And
as you fight, you need a Manual for Spiritual
Warfare. This guide for spiritual warriors will help you
recognize, resist, and overcome the Devil’s attacks.
Part One, “Preparing for Battle,” answers these
critical questions: • Who is Satan, and what powers
does he have? • What are his typical strategies? •
Who fights him alongside us in battle? • What
spiritual weapons and armor do we possess? • How
do we keep the Enemy out of our camp? Part Two,
“Aids in Battle,” provides you these essential
resources: • Teaching about spiritual warfare from
Scripture and Church documents • Scripture verses
for battle • Wisdom and inspiration from saints who
fought Satan • Prayers for protection, deliverance,
and victory • Rosary meditations, hymns, and other
devotions for spiritual combat St. Paul urges us to
“fight the good fight of the faith” (1 Tim 6:12). Take
this Manual for Spiritual Warfare with you into battle.
The beautiful Premium UltraSoft gift edition features
sewn binding, ribbon marker and silver edges.
George Mallone helps readers recognize spiritual
attack and shows how to fight back. 200 pages,
paper
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This book is intended as an aid to believers in
developing a daily time of morning revival with the
Lord in His word. At the same time, it provides a
limited review of the Memorial Day weekend
conference held in Kansas City, Missouri, May
25-28, 2018. The general subject of the conference
was “The Spiritual Warfare of the Church as the
New Man.” Through intimate contact with the Lord in
His word, the believers can be constituted with life
and truth and thereby equipped to prophesy in the
meetings of the church unto the building up of the
Body of Christ.
Armor Up! Take Your Stand in the Word of God…The
Battle Belongs to the Lord! Put on the full armor of
God, so that you will be able to stand firm against
the schemes of the devil. (Ephesians 6:11) Have you
recognized the spiritual warfare that surrounds us as
Christians and as a nation? We are in times that we
have never known before. These are not the days for
casual Christianity, for we are in an unseen war! If
we do not recognize our enemy, we will
misunderstand where the anger, bitterness,
relational issues, despair, and fear are coming from.
Those who are not paying attention to the battle will
be deceived in the fight! God has given us His
weapons to fight this spiritual war. In The Armor of
God: The Battle Is Real…The Victory Is Sure, you will
discover that putting on the armor of God is putting
on Jesus. Satan is a liar and a deceiver, and he is
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well-trained in lies and deceit. Being clothed in
God’s armor keeps the battle where it belongs…in
the hands of our powerful God. We can’t fight a
spiritual war with emotions or the flesh, or we will
quickly become casualties. We must let our enemy
know that we choose to stand our ground against his
onslaught and to walk in Christ’s victory every day!
The Armor of GodLifeway Church Resources
Although we are living in a physical world, there are
spiritual battles that we are engaged in with demonic
forces in the spirit world. Every believer is engaged
in a three-front war against the devil, the world
system and his own flesh whether or not we are
aware of it..The battlefield is in the spirit realm yet
the outcome of these spiritual battles have an effect
on the destinies of people in the natural realm. This
battle takes place in the invisible spiritual realm
where the stage is set and battle lines have already
been drawn against us by demonic forces. It is a
battle waged against us by Satan and his diabolical
cohorts of the dark world. If you are to live a
victorious life and prevail in these trying times in
which we live, it is imperative that you learn how to
engage in spiritual warfare lest you fall prey to the
whims and vagaries of the devil. Sadly, today there
is near universal paucity in practice in understanding
of matters of spiritual warfare as dozens are of
believers are still sailing their boats through shallow
streams of spiritual understanding where spiritual
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warfare is concerned. It is disheartening to note that
dozens of believers seem to be inept at spiritual
warfare for the most part and are deficient in
understanding of spiritual weapons the Lord gave to
the Church with which to fight our enemy. Despite its
significance in the Christendom today, spiritual
warfare is the very area where Christians have little
understanding and a main reason why they don't
achieve the desired results from the Lord is because
they never engage the enemy in warfare. It is for this
reason that this publication has been brought into
the limelight as a key weapon in the Body of Christ
to unpack the divine revelations of strategic spiritual
warfare. This book does not just devise the
stratagems Christians can use to fight against
satanic forces but also unpacks the divine concept of
strategic warfare. A strategy is an intelligently
formulated plan of action that is used to stay ahead
of those who are competing against you. It gives you
an upper hand or competitive edge over your
opponents. Strategic warfare therefore implies
understanding the art of warfare or how to fight
battles in the spirit realm against satanic forces and
influences. It connotes to how to fight battles in the
spirit realm against satanic forces and influences
and how to cast out demons either from the bodies
of their victims or from the environment in your
sphere of contact. The truth is that winning the battle
is not an outcome of physical muscles or disposition
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of weapons but an art. This means that it requires a
strategic thinking and spiritual intelligence to
successfully engineer and won battles in the spirit
realm. In this publication, Apostle Frequency
Revelator therefore unpacks the divine revelation
that Spiritual warfare is an art that involves
developing an understanding of who your enemy is,
how he operates, what strategies he uses to fight
against you, what his warfare base or strongholds
are and what his strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats are. At a broader length, it
incorporates a wide spectrum of spiritual acts such
as understanding the spirit realm in which the devil
operates, how to manoeuvre and navigate your way
in the spirit world, how to cast out demons, how to
obtain a legal precedent against the accuser the
devil before the High Court of Heaven, as well as
how to plead cases, accusations and petitions
lodged against believers before the Courts of
Heaven. At a strategic level, spiritual warfare
involves undertaking such strategic acts as taking
over new territories for Jesus, reclaiming territories
that have been taken over by enemy through the
paradigm of ignorance as well as strategically
occupying political, financial, media and all other
territories that are deemed critical in the proliferation
of the Gospel. This is what God expect you to do as
a heavily armed warrior in His kingdom.
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